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Effectively communicating the history of a complex building site using only
conventional presentation techniques can be limiting. It is a challenge to present
temporal changes in the site simultaneously within a spatial framework. Whereas
2D drawings typically used in architectural historical scholarship are many times
cleaned abstractions, 3D models might create an illusion of "recreated reality."
Both representation types distance the reader from the primary sources rather
than being a mechanism to bring the reader closer to the sources. This paper
reports on an interactive simulation of a fin-de-siecle Ottoman insane asylum in
Istanbul. Our response to these challenges incorporates to the simulation both
the temporal aspect (spanning the life of the asylum and the daily life within) and
primary documents by using temporally aware 3D models and keyed descriptive
markers for building programming.
Keywords: Unity3D, Simulation, Digital Humanities, Game Engine, Temporal,
Architectural History

INTRODUCTION
Digital technologies and digital design tools are
opening new territories in art/architecture historical scholarship, employing methods and techniques
used in managing complex design processes, design
research, architectural education as well as those in
digital humanities. These initiatives address issues of
digital heritage, digital archeology, digital art history,
digital spatial analysis alike. Digital models and digitized data sets are becoming increasingly accessible
giving scholars methods and media that did not exist before and potentially changing the ways in which
their research questions are conceptualized and approached. In other words, rather than being "tools"

to accomplish what is predetermined, they open up
new ways to think and to produce knowledge as
well as create simpliﬁed representations of complex
knowledge.
Architectural history, by the nature of its subject
and interest, lends itself easily not only to the use
of digitized repositories and images, but also to digital approaches that include virtual modeling, simulation, geographic information systems, network
analysis and mapping, discourse analysis, and use of
metadata (Drucker 2013). Scholars are using various
methodologies and approaches to integrate innovative technologies in architectural history, both in the
research phase and during the (re)presentation of
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ﬁndings. As many studies and projects employ new
tools and produce ever-evolving outcomes in digital
platforms, some theoretical questions and new challenges arise. The "problematized ﬁdelity between
the model and its referent" has been long discussed
with the concern that the products are not "simple
reﬂections of reality" but contestable knowledge representations (Bonde Maines et al. 2009).
Our proposal reports a work-in-progress tool
that presents and visualizes the evolution and workings of a nineteenth century Ottoman asylum. The
information is gathered from a detailed research of
primary archival and printed documents involving
multiple disciplines: medicine, psychiatry and architecture. The speciﬁc case study is a building compound in Istanbul, the capital of the Ottoman Empire, that was used as the state mental hospital between 1873 and 1922. The building is originally a
sixteenth century complex by the famous Ottoman
court architect Sinan and is still standing albeit currently under heavy and damaging restoration. Research shows that during the time of its use as an asy-

lum, the building changed signiﬁcantly to enable its
medical function. This project aims to visualize the
complex and disparate ﬁndings in an accessible and
interactive way by modeling the ﬁndings and adding
the dimension of time. In doing so, the objective is to
demonstrate the medicalization and modernization
of the theory and practice of psychiatry through the
analysis of reorganization of time and space.

VISUALIZING THE ASYLUM
In our project, we faced several challenges to demonstrate the ﬁndings with methods traditionally used in
architectural history: the sources are predominantly
textual; there are very few visual resources describing
various states of the building; and the historical layers
added to the building render conventional visualization methods ineﬀectual. As a response to these challenges and the resulting complicated presentation of
ﬁndings, our project employs an interactive 3D simulation toolset built within Unity3D, that allows visualizing hypothetical spatial reconstructions and trajectory tracking all continuously referring to tempo-

Figure 1
Unity3D Timeline UI
component.
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ral data and incorporating primary documents. The
components of the project are:

Temporal Dimension
Instead of the traditional interest in ﬁnding about the
"original" building, this approach looks at the life of a
building and how it changed over time. The method
we propose is to implement a time slider component
into the user interface (UI) in Unity3D (Figure 1). This
component controls the visibility of changes at distinct time periods. The time slider is facilitated by including time information within the model data.

Reconstructed Trajectories
Instead of treating space as an isolated entity, this
approach captures the life in the building. By tracing the movement of the occupiers of the space (patients, doctors and the staﬀ ), we know more about
the everyday life in the building, as well as the medical treatment that took place through these trajectories. It was assumed at the time that the life and
routines of patients in the asylum were crucial components of the healing process. This component is
indicated through graphic spatial description markers.

Cross-Referencing Data
Instead of using the model as an abstracted representation of ﬁndings, this approach reconnects the primary sources to the spatiotemporal simulation. The
ability to combine important reference texts and images with spatial and temporal elements in simultaneous viewing directly associates the sources with
the visualization.

TEMPORAL DIMENSION
The inclusion of temporal data in spatial simulations
has been studied and implemented in several domains of architectural simulation design and architectural history. Construction simulation and planning in both commercial BIM software and in academic writings is a well covered topic (Boton, Sylvain
et al. 2011; Clayton, Warden et al. 2002). In BIM soft-

wares like Autodesk Revit, one can design and selectively view data from multiple project phases. The
limitation with these methods is the premeditated
nature of the timeline. For instance, construction
simulation depends on a linear sequence of steps and
BIM phasing assumes a predetermined number and
naming of steps to ﬁt a project sequence into. Within
the topic of building lifecycle analysis, temporal data
has been visualized for more quantitative purposes
(Vaizidou 2007; Linnert 2000).
In scholarly works, 4D timelines have been incorporated in multiple asset based methodologies.
Projects developed to display temporal data on historic buildings have previously been limited in their
subdivision of time and the building unit (Alkhoven
1991) or have been proprietary and unadaptable for
new scholarship (Bonde 2009). Architectural historians have developed projects incorporating temporal
data that resolve some of these limitations. The inclusion of an external database of temporally coded simulation objects frees the simulations framework from
predetermining the timeline (Kalay et al. 2005; Favro,
Johanson 2010). However, the presence of a single
temporal coordination document limits the participation of external scholars.
Our application leverages the use of external
model assets with embedded temporal coding. Each
model asset contains metadata including a beginning and an end date as well as a location. The beneﬁt
of this approach is to keep the timeline open ended
and adaptable to diﬀerent external asset inputs, including shared resources shared resources from multiple scholars. The dynamic structure of the platform
opens the door for shared scholarship in spatial studies.
Using a system of importer methods within
Unity3D, elements that include pre-speciﬁed
"key=value" pairs have custom Unity3D components
added to the imported objects and the information
parsed into the correct ﬁelds. A centralized Manager
object is used to locate, connect, and manage all objects within the scene that have corresponding components to build an abstract model for controlling
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element visibility at each demarcated period within
the automatically generated timeline slider (Figure
1).

RECONSTRUCTED TRAJECTORIES
Representing movement of people in a space has
been explored albeit less than temporal dimension
and embedding metadata in models. A study that we
have beneﬁted from, "The Virtual Monastery," uses
interactive access analysis diagrams in representing
the individuals within the spaces of the abbey (Bonde
2009). In that case, the diagrams are not integral
parts of the 3D models but have a separate yet elaborate system. In our project, we aimed to integrate the
trajectories directly within the simulation.
There are two major trajectories we can reconstruct based on the available sources that would help
us understand the workings of the asylum: (a) daily
life: medical programming (doctor visits, administering medicine etc.) and daily routines (such as eating, cleaning, sleeping etc.) (b) admission process.
The diﬀerence between the two major types of trajectories is whereas the latter is relatively linear in nature, the former is heavily complex and nonlinear. In
other words, daily activities involved many patients
doing diﬀerent things simultaneously. For instance,
patients in example wards would either duplicate existing programmatic/trajectorial locations/purposes,
or would not ﬁt into a simple linear trajectory of a
day. Even a well-deﬁned activity like dining is not
easy to diagram as patients from diﬀerent wards (categorized according to the severity of mental illness)
meet in one of the two dining halls, as in the case
of the female section. It is not clear from the documents exactly how this was organized. The duplicate
origin of each daily routine trajectory for these patients became visually and experientially confusing.
The admission process, on the other hand, followed
a certain procedure that was--theoretically--followed
by all the admitted patients.
Reconstructing the trajectories of the occupants
is managed through the inclusion of combined
graphic and text objects located at key points in
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space. The text is often located at the entrance to a
space, includes the name of the space, information
pertaining to the use of the space and a graphic indicator pointing to the space. These tags are nonvisible dummy objects added in the 3D modeling
stage imported into Unity3D with embedded location data in XYZ space, applicable start and end
dates, and the visible text data.

CROSS-REFERENCING DATA: 3D DATASET
Our use of metadata at the 3D asset level builds on
and improves previous approaches keying metadata
to simulation variables (Boeykens et al. 2009; Kalay
et al. 2005). The inclusion of metadata within the
3D model resource in our project allows the sharing
of third party resources that are automatically integrated in the simulation framework with little additional authoring or conversion.
In the ﬁrst phase, the project 3D model dataset
is generated in 3D Studio Max. Historic drawings
are scanned into digital raster ﬁles, embedded and
traced in Autocad to create vector plans. These Autocad ﬁles are imported as DWG ﬁles into 3D Studio
Max. 3D Studio Max polygonal geometry is created,
snapping to the imported splines to insure accuracy.
Building codiﬁcation and dates are organized on individual layers. (Figure 2)
The 3D model with metadata is exported from
3D Studio Max into an FBX format ﬁle, which is a modern interchange ﬁle format with an open speciﬁcation for standardized parser design and coding. The
FBX ﬁle is then imported into the Unity3D project for
simulation where the metadata custom properties
added in the 3D modeling phase are parsed by an importer method (Figure 3). These tags are converted
to Unity3D components used in managing timeline
based object display within the UI. The metadata tags
consists of:
• RestoModel A tag that should show up in
the user properties to alert the Unity3D plugin that this model has additional data within
the user properties which the Unity3D plugin
will use to autogenerate a RestoModel com-

Figure 2
3D dataset building
codes and temporal
revisions organized
by layers in 3D
Studio Max.

Figure 3
3D Studio Max
custom properties
metadata.
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Figure 4
Primary document
presentation tab.
Photograph source:
Sihhat Almanaki,
1933.

•

•

•
•

•

ponent. (RestoModel is the identiﬁer within
the Unity3D framework.)
Anchor The three-dimensional vector (x,y,z)
that describes where 0,0,0 should be on this
model relative to the simulation.
Tag A tag that allows a model to be marked
as belonging to some sort of special category,
such as title, block name and function. Multiple "key = value" pairs can exist in any given
model.
Description A string that describes the model
as it relates to the larger project
Start The starting month, date and four-digit
year that corresponds to when the model
came into existence
End The ending month, date and four-digit
year that corresponds to when the model
ceased to exist (If not provided, the model
is assumed to be destroyed when another
model in the RestoSet starts)
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CROSS-REFERENCING
DOCUMENTS

DATA:

PRIMARY

By cross-referencing various types of information, we
aim to create a system that binds or connects primary documents and data sets in meaningful ways
to the simulation. This is done by a set of predetermined metadata tags within a CSV ﬁle. We have used
Dublin Core as our starting point and added more
ﬁelds that are speciﬁc to the project and speciﬁc to
the tool. Adopting this widely accepted yet customizable standard makes it possible to share information among scholars and contribute into the simulation. Unity3D imports and parses this document
upon simulation launch, recognizes the tags, organizes and presents the related assets (photographs,
primary documents etc.) to the viewer through an
interactive interface. This use of metadata is similar
to the methods used with temporal and 3D datasets.
Primary documents (texts and images) are displayed in the UI combined with the active 3D viewpoint. (Figure 4) The graphical UI elements allow
users access to information directly connected to

what they are examining within the 3D scene. By
automating the process of integration into one at
the phase of importing assets, it becomes possible
to reduce the workload of framework users down to
providing only assets and the locational context by
which they should be made available to other scholars. The primary document metadata tags consists
of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Format
Document identiﬁer (for oﬃcial documents)
Date (of the document)
Source
Publisher
Rights
Language

CONCLUSION
By creating and representing connections within our
disparate research ﬁndings, we arrive at a simplicity
in understanding a complex analytical ecosystem/dataset. Through systematizing the preparation of
data, including metadata tagging and developing
matching importer/parser methods, we have created
a template for visualizing complex research datasets
and realizing potential interconnections beyond existing relationships/interconnections.
The ecosystem of existing Unity3D tools enables
the future incorporation of VR, aural and agent based
simulations among others. Original scripting development within the platform leverages a number of accessible programming language options
(Javascript, C #) to provide options for further custom coded methods and tools. Building our simulation does not represent the end of a process, but
rather a stage with opportunities for continued development. By capitalizing on the ability to extend
the functionality and to create a platform for sharing information, it becomes possible to use this initial
tool as a starting point in a wide variety of scenarios
where the visualization and manipulation of complex
data necessitates speciﬁc and unique solutions.
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